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vary by large factors among the different hadrons OCR Output
have the same lifetime. For charm it has been observed experimentally that the lifetimes
is determined by the b quark independently of the other constituent quarks 2 all B hadrons
An immediate consequence from the spectator model is that the lifetime of B hadrons
on the determination of |W,c|.
tions, and the mass of the b quark mb, are not well known and this limits the precision
both the constant Fc, which includes the effect of finite quark masses and QCD correc
and of the semileptonic branching fraction, allow the determination of |W,c|. Nevertheless
0.02) [1], the b —~> u transition can be neglected and the measurements of the B lifetime
Due to the smallness of the ratio between the two C.K.M. couplings = 0.08 dz
T Z -"·';‘ r T —} 1/ B (B XE ) A B Girmg FCIVECI2 + Ftlwm
192Tr3
formula :
In the spectator model approximation, the lifetime of B hadrons is given by the
Physics motivations
1. INTRODUCTION
1M hadronic Z0 decays for each of the four experiments.
results have been obtained from data registered up to 1992, which correspond to about
A review of the experimental LEP results on B hadron lifetimes is presented. These
Abstract
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The arrows up or down indicate that the effect is to increase or to shorten the correspon
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to the differences between the B hadrons lifetimes.
Fig. I shows, in a qualitatively way, the effects of the different processes contributing
iI,11
’` quarks.
to the destructive interference between the d
important effect is also expected for A2 due
b ,,. plies an increase of the B" lifetime. A less
tive interference between the zi quarks im
charged B hadrons and the Ab. The destrucLu W/ Interference diagram : it concerns the
.H ;
'
shorten the A2 lifetime.
but not for the Ag. Its principal effect is to' q sw RU
hadrons, it is helicity suppressed for the B3
p*u Exchange diagram : it concerns neutral B
v,u,c
negligible.
value of the Wu coupling. Its contribution is
from helicity conservation and from the low
B hadrons. This diagram is suppressed both2,d,s
Annihilation diagram : it concerns charged
these diagrams are illustral,ed in the following :
N0n—spectat0r diagrams are invoked to explain such differences. For B hadron decays
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The charmed hadrons lifetimes, in `unit of 10*3 s, are
impact porometer (mm) OCR Output
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Detector giving information both in Rgp and
has been obtained using a SD-Silicon Vertex
100
experiments. In. case of ALEPH, the result
tions measured by ALEPH, L3 and OPALgm OPAL
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ALEPH, L3 and OPAL Collaborations.
z a c T, with a ~ 0.3. Fig. 2 shows the impact parameter distributions obtained by
to the momentum of the decaying particle and is related to the lifetime simply by < 6 >
distance of closest approach to the primary vertex of the event is insensitive, on average,
of the leptons or more generally hadrons. The impact parameter of a track, defined as the
The lifetime in this kind of analysis is measured from the impact parameter distribution
Impact parameter method
2. INCLUSIVE B LIFETIME
T(B) 0.9
7"(AI )
r(B§) (3)1 ;k 0.01
NB?
T(B°) 1 + 0.05(%fT1;,-W)21*lB+
Detailed calculations give :
differences are expected to be of the order of
With respect to charmed mesons, the most important contributions to the lifetime
(2)T(B+) > T(B°) ?~T(B§’) > HA?)
The following hierarchy is than expected :
via an internal W emission diagram. OCR Output
Fig. 5 : Production of a .1/dw in a B decay
ligible.
x of production are found to be neg
lustrated in Fig. 5. All other sourcesW \"—
K §%—*/W the J/it production via the process il
All B hadrons decays can contribute to
J/it —+ €+€‘ reconstruction
])ELP[{]_of two secondary vertices.
which is characterized by the presence of seeeridtiry eertiees reconstructed in
Fig. 3: Schematic picture ofa B event Fi_q_ 4 ; Deeay length distribution
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error coming from the knowledge of the b fragmentation function.
important limitation on the precision on the lifetime from this analysis is the systematics
length distribution obtained by the DELPHI Collaboration is shown in Fig. 4. The most
tached to the secondary vertex greater than a typical charmed meson mass. The decay
the primary and secondary vertices and an invariant mass of the system of particles at
asking a secondary vertex of good quality, a minimal flight distance (~ 1 mm) between
portant enrichment in B hadrons (~ 90 %) of the analyzed event sample is obtained by
This analysis is based on the reconstruction of inclusive secondary vertices. An im
·r(H) = 1.538 zh 0.033 ps LEP Average (4) OCR Output
The global average is :
The results on the inclusive measurement of the B lifetime are summarized in Fig. 8.
Summary on inclusive B lifetime measurements
ps} for the .//rb candidates decaying into a pair of leptons from ALEPH.
Fig. 7: aj t+t‘ invariant mass distribution (in Ge V/cz} b} proper time distribution
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of the J/\I/ candidate as obtained by ALEPH Collaboration.
lifetime is definitely limited by the statistics. Fig. Tb shows the proper time distribution
exclusive analysis and the previous ones. The precision that can be obtained on the
Nevertheless, there are almost two order of magnitude in statistics between this quasi—
into a lepton pair.
duction from a B decay and of its decay
Fig. 6`Q: Schematic picture of J/it pro- Eff- vgftgx (Fig 6)_
that the B vertex coincide with the
spectrum of Fig. 7a and from the fact
ticed from the invariant dilepton mass
lected sample of events, as it can be no
· J/Wvmcx final state is the cleanness of the se
is used. The main characteristics of this




common to all measurements. OCR Output
of systematic. uncertainties is coming from the poor knowledge of the D** sector and is
the individual measurements is still dominated by the statistical error, and the main part
The results are summarized in Fig. 13 at the end of this paragraph. The accuracy of
lifetimes for the DOE" and Dl*l+€` samples can be converted into B` and BQ lifetimes.
in Fig. 11b. Tacking into account the presence of D" states, the measurements of the
length can be thus converted into decay time. This distribution, in case of OPAL, is shown
the DZ system, E(D€), scales approximately with its mass m(D€). The measured decay
3 mm. The energy of B mesons can be obtained by using the fact that the energy of
decay vertex ; the resolution is of the order of 300 pm for a typical flight distance of
an Z" obtained by the OPAL Collaboration. The DE vertex is used to estimate the B




D0 —> K`vr+ D+ —> I(_7T+7l'+ D"+ —> D°rr+
DOE" events D+E" events D"‘+€" events
reconstruction of D meson final states. The following D meson decays have been used :
The measurement of the B" and DS lifetimes via B —> Dlfu requires the exclusive
Br(D** —> 1)*X)+ Br(D** —> DX)
= 0.5 :l: 0.3 (7)P* = V
Br(D** —+ D*X)
decays :
mations can be condensed in the variable P; giving the fraction of D’°‘ final states in D*
situation is shown in a pictorial way in the Fig. 10. The absence of experimental infor
relative production rates of the different D"' states and of their decay channels. This
Nevertheless, large uncertainties are coming both from the lack of knowledge of the
36 zh 12 %.)
(it has to be noticed that this measurement differs from the previous from CLEO of
(6)Br(B -—> D"€1/)=17 ;k 4 %
ARGUS [6]
OCR OutputOCR OutputThe production of D", in semileptonic B decays, has been recently measured by

I0 OCR Output
secondary vertices and is analogous to those described in the previous section.
analysis indicated as topological vertices is based on the inclusive reconstruction of
The results on BQ and B+ liletimes measurements are summarized in Fig. 13. The
ration.
tltin o ana ysis wi na arger s a 1s ics. SOR '_ B _) J/Q} Kfmm ALEPH C0Uab0_égvgtrgin CiOu.]d€r.lfaS d°“" t;l€_S?Tn€ Fig. 12 : Exclusively reconstructed B me
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ALEPH Collaboration. The CDF Col Mass (GeV/cz)
riant mass distribution obtained by the
4.6 4.8 5 5.2 $.4 5.6 5.8lysis. Fig. 12 shows the J/wb k inva
0 E ·I · I . Initude less than in the previous ana
0.5
statistics is at least one order of mag
surement of the B energy. However, the
1.5
charged mesons and an accurate mea
complete separation between B3 and
2.5main interests of this analysis are the
B —> D(n7r) and B —> J/mtv K. The
3.5by looking for instance at decays as
reconstruction of hadronic final states 4 ALEPH
This analysis is based on the exclusive
Recgggtruction of B exclusive final states
an E". b} Decay time distribution of the D0 candidates in ps.
Fig. 11 : aj Mass distribution of K‘1r+ combinations {D0 candidates} in correlation with
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of fundamental importance to be able to control the contribution from the D" directly
systematic uncertainties coming from the poor knowledge of the D** sector. It becomes
the statistical error, the precision on the average starts to be limited by the common
in spite of the fact that the accuracy of each single measurement is still dominated by
Bf} and B ‘ lifetimes. At LEP, this average is dominated by the Dt analyses. Nevertheless,
In conclusion a precision of about 10 % has been reached on the measurement of the
branching fraction, is reported.
measurement, the result obtained by the CLEO Collaboration, using the semileptonic
The summary of the results on the B`/B3 lifetime ratio is given in Fig. 14. For this
total number of candidates.
the following the ratio quoted in front of some processes correspond to the signal over the
Fig. 13 : Summary of the results on B" and B3 lifetimes measurements. Here and in
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pair is requested.
space (as shown in figure 10) and from the fact that an extra strange-antistrange quark
by the decay 1)** -+ DSK. This decay is twicely suppressed both from the available phase
mesons respectively. The second process implies the production of a D"' state followed
Figs. 15a and 15b show the production of Dsl events from Bf and from non~strange B
ties coming from D** in BQ and B“ lifetime measurement are less important for the B2.
tonic decay Bf —+ D;£+1/. This analysis was used also for the BQ discovery. The difficul
The measurement of the BQ lifetime has been performed up to now using its semi1ep—
Dj t" events
4. BQ LIFETIME MEASUREMENT
1.075:0.11 LEP+CLEO+CDF
(10)1.09 :1: 0.15 LEPAverage
"'(B0) 1 -|— 0.05 theoretical expectationsjg; _
0 r(Bd) = 1.50 ;i: 0.12 ps LEP Average (9)
1"(B`) = 1.68;kO.12 ps
Fig. 14 : Summary 0f the results 0n the B"/B3 lifetimes ratio
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DELPHI Collaboration.
site in charge is present as obtained by the
jet a lepton with pj > 1.2 GeV/c oppo
pg- > 1.2 GeV/c.and D; ——> I\'*°I\'+) where in the same
present in the same hemisphere and withsignal in two decay modes (Dj -—>¢rr+
accompanied by a lepton of opposite signthe B2 mesons. Fig. l6 shows the Dj
bution from DELPHI for D, candidatesD;'€` events give a cleaner signature for
Fig. 16 : KK7r invariant mass distri(DOZ`) — B" and (D"+€“) — Hg analyses
axis. As a conclusion, compared to the M(KK1t) (GeV/c‘)
verse momentum with respect to the jet 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2
ton with high momentum and high trans
and strongly reduced by requiring a lep
tion from this process can be controlled
from a charmed meson and the contribu
anyhow, in this case, the lepton is emitted
this process is the same as for the signal ;
cay of the D. The order of magnitude of
into D,1) followed by the semileptonic de
from the decay of non-strange B mesons
An extra source of Dj? events comes
quoted final state in a bb event)
(Pm is the probability to obtain the
N,,, = 19.3 i 4.8 evts.
P€(Q j,)25 % ( 11) "‘B—+ [)t1x€‘1/X
cu: ‘» -— DELPHI
c, = 16.3 t 2.5 MeV/c'
. M,= 1968.8 i 5.1 MeV/cz H ((P,), > 1.2 GeV/c)modes gives
count the 1)** masses, widths amd decay
A detailed c.a1cula1,i0r1 which takes into mz
nomstrangc B hadmns into D}? pairs.
Fig. 15 : a) Scmileptonic decay of B;). b) semilcptonic decay 0f
Dgilf 1>*.¤§ 7* S





The other processes which contribute to the A°€" final state, in a jet, are :
events (the diagram is illustrated in figure 18a).
The privileged way to tag, up to now, the presence of A2 baryons was to use A°€'
A°£" analysis
5. AQ LIFETIME MEASUREMENT
these particles in the B'/B3 sector.
coming from the [)""‘ contribution are negligible in comparison with those induced by
is dominated by the statistical error. Furthermore, common systematic uncertainties
15 %. It can be also noticed that the accuracy of measurement all the measurements
In conclusion, it can be stressed that the B;) lifetime is known with a precision of
1.00 dz 0.17 LEP/lverage
d
§%g·g-( : 1.00 j; 0.01 theoretical expectations
r(B;]) = 1.49 ;l; 0.22 ps LEP Average
Fig. 17 : Summary of the results on B;) lifetime measurement.
0.1 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
5-•-1| LEPAVERAGEl.49£0.22AVERAGE
171 5 D, -» 4111 | 0.75tg;;g 1 0.22
DELPHI[9]d 91 | 31tll ¢2 | 1.08 1 0.73
OPAL[9]c 91/92 | 22/33 Dg*e¥ [ l.l3tg;g; 1 0.09
DELPHI‘[9]b 91/92 | 1915 D;*e* | 1.29 1 0.42 1 0.20
ALEP1-1*[9]a 91/92 [ 3117 Dj‘e¥ | 1.90ig;§g 1 0.05
B2 lifetime (ps)Experiment Method I B2 lifetime (ps)
a larger fraction of Bf decays, but at the expense of a lower purity.
is summarized in Fig. 17. DELPHI has also used 0% and inclusive D, events, to access to
The B2 lifetime analysis is analogous to the one described for B3 and B“ mesons and
rant OCR Output
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length distributions for A ~ E candidates obtained by the OPAL Collaboration. Fig. 20
present it is limited by statistics. Fig. l9 shows the prr invariant mass and the decay
tions. The advantage of this approach is the high purity in A2 of these samples, but, at
ALEPH and DELPHI Collaborations have also used events containing Aj? combina
coming from a A2 decay.
Fig. 18 : a} Diagram 0f the semiletonic AQ decay. b} Schematic picture 0f a AOP event
Ab u d A0
$2
P 1:
and the fact that the A0 is not directly coming from A2.
with respect to the previous measurements : the long decay length of the A0 (several cm)
The characteristics of AGE` events are shown in Fig. 18b. There are two complications
backgrounds.
to control the rates and to study the time distributions of the most important
conclusion, the study of wrong—sign A°€+ combinations directly on the data permits
accompanying the B mesons and is experimentally verified at the 20 % level. In
whereas in the case of fake leptons is depending on the yield of baryon/antibaryon
wrong—sign A°€+ samples. This equality is almost exact in the case of fake leptons
This process is expected to contribute in a similar way to the A°£` and to the
• A produced during the jet fragmentation and associated to a genuine or fake lepton.
by asking for instance a high A0! mass.
cause of the large mass of the produced hadronic system and thus can be reduced
contribution has different kinematical characteristics with respect to the signal be
• B —> AjN€`17X : the baryon production in sernileptonic B meson decays. This
16 OCR Output
0.69 A; 0.10 LEP Average
VV 0.9 theoretical expectations (13)
1.06 i 0.15 ps LEP AverageT(A‘£) =
Fig. 20 : Summary ofthe measurement ofthe A2 lifetime.
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from the OPAL Collaboration.
combinations (A°€+}. b} decay length distribution of A0 — E candidates. The results are
Fig. 19 : a} AGE` events with A0 —> pir. The hatched histogram corresponds to wrong-sign
decay length (cm)m(P7¤_) (GeV/cl)
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summarized thc results on Ag lifetime measurements.
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such a nice meeting in a warm and very stimulating atmosphere.
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7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
the contrary, the AQ lifetime has beer1 found to be 30 lower than the average B lifetime.
No statistically significant difference has been measured among B meson lifetimes. On
these measurements is largely dominated by the statistical error.
A precision of I5 % 11as been reached both for BQ and AQ lifetimes ; the accuracy of
Fig. 21 : B hadmns lifetimes
0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 l.5 1.6 1.7 l.8
T(B) : 1.538 1 0.033
r(Ag): 1.06 1 0.15
T(BQ) 1 1.49 1 0.22
r(Bg) 1 1.5010.12
¢(B+) : 1.68 1 0.13
lifetime in ps(ps)
the D"' production in semileptonic B decay on the LEP data seems to be possible.
is then needed both from experimental and theoretical points of view. A direct control of
all the measurements is starting to be dominating. A better knowledge of the D** states
theless, the error coming from the poor knowledge of the 1)** sector which is common to
The B+ and B3 lifetimes are now known with a precision better than 10 %. Never
Fig. 21 shows the summary of the B hadron lifetimes measured at LEP.
6. CONCLUSIONS
B hadron lifetime by about 10 %. The actual result is 20 lower than this prediction.
dominated by statistical errors. The AQ lifetime is expected to be lower than the average
The Ag lifetime is known with a I5 % relative accuracy and all measurements are still
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